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Description
I am here to tell you that curing cancer is no longer a dream. It's a
reality with my new developed advanced priceless technology! I have
been successfully treating and curing cancer for last 18 years, three in
Europe and fifteen in USA. My Kostovic Acupuncture by Bio Electron's
Laser, Corp., performed more than 40,000/forty thousand's hours in
use with this KBTE Medical Laser Device. It is no side effects, absolute
safe and no harm to the healthy cells, with no risk at all. This is new era
in technology.
I have opened quanta light particles, and gotten images of elemental
gluon and elemental quark, electron neutrinos, and different elemental
bio chemical charges in the form of elemental plasma, etc. These values
are from the complex sun quanta light particles, existing in our
atmosphere.
I could film this again. What I have observed in the air is a kind of a
flittering form, as well as in its normal form. This film would show
these elemental particles as they penetrate into the human hair. Its
elemental structure is opened and visible through the air and in the
hair.
The KBTE device’s unique process releasing bio electricity awakens
dormant nerve cells which contain numerable neurons and these
newly awaken "new neuronal branches” immediately begin to send
new impulses throughout the Central Nervous System, CNS. These
new neuronal impulses interacting with the KBTE’s released by BA
biological agent’s amino and natural acids which have a crucial role in
the rebuilding of the DNA and RNA, but this process is always after we
have cleansed the tissue. The first process is cleaning away the dead
cells and oxidized proteins from fiber tissue, and plaque from arteries,
veins and capillaries, then can the second step of rebuilding the DNA
and RNA is successful.
These high quality impulses, along with the strong powerful amino
and natural acids are actually naturally occurring in the air and herbs
in the certain spots around the world. One of those spots is in the
Himalayas. There in Nature this combination happens where the Earth
minerals irradiation interact with atmosphere, allowing the Sun
Quanta light particles to hit the Earth at a specific angle making it
possible for these people to have supply of such elemental irradiation
through the hair directly into the brain.
In second step their fiber tissue by amino and natural acids from
herbs is cleansed daily of the dead cells and oxidize proteins, as well as
cleaning away the plaque from the channels in vascular system. Their
Nature has created a natural form of this powerful “bio electricity”.
This is way that stronger impulses from CNS interact with natural
acids from herbs through blood supply. Natural acids are conductor of
finest bio electricity interact with enhanced impulses in this fashion
produce kind of powerful bio electricity. In this fashion in natural way
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such enhanced bio electricity is capable to get rid off and clean the
fiber tissue from dead cells and oxidize proteins and plaque dispersing
it, when we are aging. Without such process we are helpless and by
aging we can’t get rid fiber tissue of dead cells, oxidize proteins, and
plaque, what significantly increase aging and developing aging as kind
of diseases. It is proof we are helpless because of our arrogance and
ignorance in science, as kind of inquisition era is repeated.
To fast aging as we experienced today is also kind of disease, and
this research was done as top secret military research before and after
WWII, from Germany, ex. Yugoslavia and Soviet Union. It was top
secret Nazi research from 1935 to 1945, and from 1944 it become top
secret military research from ex. Yugoslavia and Soviet Union.
I did research by myself with my own funds, and used basic
knowledge I got from my father Ivo Kostovic who was working from
1944 for these two ex. Countries in Military Diplomacy. My private
study on Nazi Quantum Mechanic in Physics from physicist Warner
Heisenberg, I did in 1985/1986 in Berlin, as well as research and study
on Electromagnetic of Nikola Tesla, open me the view, and I achieved
this most secret and priceless technology ever emerged for mankind.
They considered too fast aging is kind of diseases and directed research
in this fashion. They have been right.
When we are younger our organism has capability to get rid of this
dead cells and oxidize proteins from fiber tissue and plaque, but it is
ended by thirties years of age. So we are in trouble without help of such
natural phenomena as Himalayas, but my Center developed this
priceless technology unique in the World.
This is clue, and we produced technology on this example of natural
phenomena which is known in Himalayas, but never before discovered
from any World’s research experts group. In this Natural way its allows
for some of Himalaya people healthy human life span from 100-110
years and more, as well as it is crucial preventing of the development of
number of diseases, etc.
Areas in the CNS cleaned, interacting with the sun's quanta light
particles igniting/stimulating/awakening dormant brain nerve cells,
even from the next/“secondary life cycle" sequences. Awakened
neurons residing within the awakened dormant brain nerve cells
immediately start to release new impulses.
These stimulated neurons are "familiar" with sun’s quanta light
particles, their elemental structures recognize each other, and interact
by elemental irradiation successfully. Awakened brain nerve cells in
their structure has indestructible code to be directed on injured but
cleaned spot and start to release impulses by own neurons. It is the
reason they can start easily to interact and continue to awaken others
while this quanta light particles continues igniting and enhancing the
neuronal branches in the brain’s nerve cells.
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Our powerful KBTE Medical Laser technology is even greater than
this which naturally has occurred for millions of years in the
Himalayas. We have achieved this capability to awaken these
sequences of new life cycles (Secondary Life Cycle Sequences). Every
village, city, town, community, nation around the globe can now have
this technology for their citizens. This amazing natural phenomenon
does not need to only happen in a few spots around the world.

Even all those “experts” at Swiss, CERN can’t come close to what I
can prove with my KBTE Device. One will never see it by blasting it
open (as they attempt at CERN), but rather to gently attract it with
released “bio electricity” to make it visible, which only I can do! But to
film the many elemental structures precisely, I would need a month of
preparation to modify the KBTE equipment to use it in this filming
process along with the proper film and camera equipment.

I took some photos and images of non-elemental and elemental
particles, and elemental plasma. I would like to film this but it can only
be done in a very special way. With today’s technologically advanced
highly sensitive film and high speed far infra-red digital camera it can
easily be verified. With this equipment I can film a number of particles
never seen before. The reason for this is simple their faint/slight
structures makes it invisible, but with the KBTE’s ability to release the
finest bio electricity we can attract and attached on outside and inside
structure of strings/threads of these particles in a process where they
can show their structure. With the right equipment I can make visible
never before seen light particles. This I strongly believe will totally
change the story of the origin and creation of the human being, Nature
and the Universe as Science knows it today. This will inform and
change our current concept of human civilization, as we know it.

I have already been approached by the some Countries to set up a
Center but nothing will be done before a KBTE contract has been
finalized. My first contract must be my biggest the reason for this is
due to the fact that the proprietary KBTE technology of Bio Electricity
must be protected. As you can imagine many people have always been
trying to steal this most amazing innovative technological discovery.
This is the main reason technology is still secret.

With funding this could be prepared in a month or so. If one needs
some proof of just the general existence of elemental and nonelemental particles, well this could be filmed in a single day with
proper filming equipment.
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I have put up with some minor stealing but major stealing I can
fight only with the funds behind a big solid contract. Money is the only
way to fight the good fight to keep my invention safe from thieves.
There are many other applications for this technological discovery but
I won’t pursue anything else until this healing technology is well
preserved.
My technology I am offering to sell internationally as kind of
licensed technology, partnership, as well as we have developed and
Non-Profit Company. I am open for negotiation on different issues. I
am US citizen, born in region Dalmatia city Split in ex. Yugoslavia, and
my origin is also Italian, and Persian/Asian.
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